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BACKGROUND

On August 25, 2009, the petitioner, Concord Steam Corporation (Concord Steam or
Company), filed with the New Hampshire Public Utilities Commission (Commission) a
petition for approval of a special contract with Concord School District, on behalf of
Rundlett Middle School (Rundlett School), which is located at 144 South Street in
Concord, New Hampshire.

Concord Steam has been providing retail steam service to the Concord School District at
various locations in Concord for over thirty years. In the summer of 2009 the Rundlett
School was in need of costly new boilers and HVAC to replace an existing no. 2 fuel oil
and HVAC system. In the context of this upgrade, Concord School District and Concord
Steam discussed the possible alternative of connecting the school to the local steam
distribution system. Terms of the final agreement were worked out, and included a
Concord School District contribution of approximately $550,000 to cover the entire cost
of a steam distribution main extension to the school.

Included with the petition is a statement of special circumstances in which Concord
Steam asserts that the proposed special contract has been designed to meet the specific
needs of Concord School District and Rundlett School while at the same time providing
benefits for Concord Steam and its other customers. Concord Steam and Concord School
District agree that steam supply is important to Rundlett School and to the school district,
in that it will provide reliable heat from a renewable resource with what they expect will
be less price volatility. Concord Steam states that the addition of the Rundlett School
steam load to their system will benefit all of its customers by spreading the Company’s
fixed costs over a larger base without the requirement of additional capital investment by
Concord Steam to serve the school.
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STAFF INVESTIGATION

Staff sent out data requests related to the petition. In its investigation of this petition,
Staff referred back to DR 91-172, a generic discounted rate docket, and NHPUC Order
No. 20,633, 77 NH PUC 650, 654-55 (1992), which identified the types of issues that will
be seriously considered with regard to special contracts and discounted rates. Staff also
referenced the recent special contract approval in Docket No. DG 08-14 1 for Denev
Realty, LLC. See Concord Steam Corp., Order No. 25,009 (Sept. 4, 2009). Using the
issues identified in NHPUC Order No. 20,663, Staff had the Company address the
following checklist of issues related to the special contract request:

1. Finite Term, dependent on circumstances. The term of the agreement, as
presented with the petition, is for ten years, effective October 1, 2009. In
response to data request 1-8 (see Attachment RJW-2) Concord Steam confirmed
the correct effective start date will be November 1, 2009 for the agreement. In
Mr. Saltsman’ s testimony he asserts the school district will reimburse Concord
Steam for the cost of the new steam line in exchange for the discounted steam
delivery rate during the ten year term of the special contract. At the end of the
ten year term, the Company anticipates that the Rundlett School will return to
normal tariff rates (see data response 1-6 in Attachment RJW-3).

2. The Contract rate is greater than the long run marginal cost. In Mr. Saltsman’s
testimony he states that the existing steam plant and distribution system are sized
to adequately serve the Rundlett School steam load requirements. Likewise, the
Company’s proposed steam plant, see Concord Steam Corp., Order No. 24,969
(May 22, 2009), will be adequate to serve the Company’s steam load. The
Company confirmed in Docket No. DG 08-14 1 that it expects to increase its
steam production and distribution capacity during the projected ten year term of
that special contract as a result of its restructuring, but it also expects the long run
marginal cost to be lower than current rates because of the steam production cost
sharing between the power division (approximately 85%) and the steam division
(approximately 15%). In Exhibit 2 of the current petition, Concord Steam
calculates the incremental operating cost of steam sold to be $1.30 per Mlb, well
below the proposed special contract delivery rate of $5.00 per Mlb.

3. The request has been thoroughly scrutinized by the utility. The Company
provided in its petition a Statement ofSpecial Circumstances and direct
testimony of Mr. Saltsman describing the reasons why this special contract is
necessary. The discounted rate in this case enables the school district to repay
the bond used to reimburse Concord Steam for the cost of extending the steam
line to Rundlett School. Once the term of the special contract expires, Rundlett
School will be expected to revert to normal steam tariff rates. Therefore, the
special contract request has been thoroughly scrutinized and will allow Concord
Steam to grow its firm customer base to the benefit of all of its ratepayers without
the expenditure of additional capital investment.
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4. The special contract process does not provide the utility an unfair advantage over
a competitor. The Company asserts that it is not being given an unfair advantage
over its competitor. The Company has previously reported that it has lost some
of its larger loads to the local gas utility. In this case, its competition was a no. 2
fuel oil supplier. The local gas utility was not providing gas supply for the
school’s heating system. Rundlett School chose to switch from an old, less
efficient number 2 fuel oil heating system to a new, more efficient HVAC
hydronics system heated with steam energy provided by Concord Steam. The
Company also asserts that it is the school district’s desire to use a renewable
energy source (see data response 1-9 in Attachment RJW-4). Thus, any
advantage arises out of the school district’s desire for a more efficient system,
and its fuel preference, and not an unfair pricing scheme.

5. The discounted rate will not increase the rates paid by the State ofNew
Hampshire or other customers. As previously stated, the Concord School District
will pay for the line extension to serve Rundlett School and the special contract
delivery rate exceeds long run marginal costs. The special contract delivery rate
produces revenue in excess of the cost to serve the increased load and that
additional revenue will reduce the amount of the revenue requirement to be
recovered from other customers in future rate proceedings. Furthermore, the
additional load is expected to continue well beyond the ten year term of the
contract and will meet an even greater share of the revenue requirement during
those years. If it is determined in a future rate proceeding that the revenue
generated under the terms of the special contract does not cover Concord Steam’s
cost to serve that load, Concord Steam has agreed not to recoup the revenue loss
associated with the discounted rate from other ratepayers.

6. Prior to requesting a discounted rate, the customer took actions to decrease its
consumption and to use its steam energy more efficiently. The Company reports
that the school district is in the process of making major HVAC heating system
improvements as part of this conversion to steam energy. The old steam
radiators are being replaced with a new HVAC system that will use hydronics as
the heating medium (see data response 1-2 in Attachment RJW-5). The
Company also states that the school district is doing an energy audit and has
made~additionaEbuildingenvelope4mpfeVemeflt&thaWiT1rth~1~t1~Y_
efficiency of the building (see data response 1-10 in Attachment RJW-6).

7. The Company is prepared to address requestsfor discounted rates from other
customers that may have similar circumstances. The potential for Concord Steam
to pick up substantial new load at no cost is limited and the Company would be
willing to offer, for a finite term, an appropriate discount in order to serve such a
customer if the opportunity were to present itself, as was the case with Rundlett
School.
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STAFF ANALYSIS

The following summarizes Staff’s analysis and is the basis for Staff’s recommendation in
the case.

Long Run Marginal Costs:
Staff notes that the Commission has indicated in the past that it will not approve special
contract rates that are set below the estimated long run marginal cost. Staff makes the
following observations in support of this special contract request:

• Concord Steam is on record as asserting that as a result of its system load losses in
recent years it has excess steam production and distribution capacity. The long
run marginal cost includes the costs associated with steam production capacity,
steam distribution capacity and operations and maintenance costs, none of which
will need to increase as a result of the Concord School District special contract
with Concord Steam. It is reasonable, therefore, to assume that the Company’s
claim that the special contract rate is sufficiently high to be greater than the long
run marginal cost is accurate.

• The Concord School District was required to cover the capital investments for the
steam line extension made to serve this load and the existing steam system will
require no additional capital investments by the Company as a result of the special
contract.

• Excluding the main extension costs addressed above, the fixed costs associated
with serving this load, including the existing steam boiler plant and distribution
capacity have been in rate base for a considerable period of time and are
adequately sized without requiring new capital investment. Thus, all ratepayers
will benefit from the incremental load and revenue as a result of this special
contract.

• Under the terms of the special contract, the effective Cost of Energy (COE) unit
rate to Rundlett School for all metered steam commodity will be the same COE
rate as all other steam customers will pay. The special contract also requires

~iiiidlett School to pay the appropriate tariff monthly meter charge.

• The Company reports that the only incremental costs it incurs at this time include
purchases forwater and sewer, boiler chemicals, electricity, air permit fees and
ash disposal, which, based on 2008 costs, would amount to $1.30 per Mib of
steam sold, well below the discounted rate.

• Revenue losses associated with this discount will not be passed on to the other
rate payers in future rate cases.
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• Concord Steam is a small company that does not have the in-house expertise or
resources to hire an outside expert to perform a detailed marginal cost study for a
case such as this, nor would it be cost effective for the Company to do so.

At the point that the Company is restructured and operating under the terms of the steam
purchase agreement with Concord Power, see Concord Steam Corp., Order No. 24,969
(May 22, 2009), any new or renewed special contract petition should include a long run
marginal cost study. The Company has indicated it would not sell steam to any of its
customers at rates below its marginal cost and is willing to include such language in this
special contract (see Docket No. DG 08-14 1). In future petitions for special contracts,
the Company should provide some form of a long run marginal cost study which will
show the incremental unit cost of an additional unit of steam production and distribution
capacity, and associated 0 & M costs, if such additions are anticipated for any load
additions during the term of the proposed special contract. If no incremental steam
production or distribution capacity will be needed during the term of a proposed special
contract, the Company should provide sufficient analysis supporting that assertion. Staff
will then be able to review the provided analyses and make appropriate recommendations
to the Commission.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION

Staff recommends that the Commission approve the special contract with the Concord
School District with the following requirements:

• With respect to the long run marginal cost, Staff took into consideration the
existing excess steam plant and distribution capacities and the planned
restructured capacity in the next few years. The Company has acknowledged that
its proposed restructured entities will be adding both steam production and
distribution capacity as part of its restructuring plans but expects the long run
marginal cost to decrease, not increase, as a result of the restructuring. Up to that
point in time, Staff assumes that the circumstances related to this special contract,
as spelled out by the Company in its petition, as well as what was learned in the
previous special contract investigation (see Docket No. DG 08-141) allow for
~ ma I~st~tudy typically

required under Commission guidelines.

• With respect to the ten-year term of the special contract, Staff believes that the
term is appropriate in this case as it allows the Concord School District to recover
the cost of its investment for the main extension. At the end of the ten year term
it is anticipated that the Rundlett School will revert back to normal tariff rates and
that the bond for its capital expenditure of the main extension will be paid in full.

• The monthly bill to Concord School District for the Rundlett School under the
provisions of the steam special contract was initially set to consist of the effective
Cost of Energy rate and the discounted delivery rate of $5.00 per Mlb, each of
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which would be multiplied times the metered monthly steam volume. During the
discovery process, the Company acknowledged in response to a data request (see
data response 1-5 in Attachment RJW-7), two additional provisions that will be
incorporated into the final agreement. First, the Concord School District will be
subject to the appropriate tariff meter charge of $40 per month, and second, the
$5.00 per Mlb base steam delivery rate may be increased annually by an inflation
factor equal to the CPI index (or some other inflation index mutually agreeable to
both parties). At no time during the term of the agreement will the base steam
delivery rate be less than $5.00 per Mib.

• Each year under the special contract begins on November 1 and ends on October
31, coinciding with each cost of energy year.

• The initial annual usage for the Rundlett School is expected to be 9,000 Mibs.
The annual usage is expected to increase to 12,000 Mibs in year-3 of the
agreement (2011), once the new HVAC system is fully integrated. Attachment
RJW- 1 provides a template that illustrates the year- 1 expected discount when
compared to proposed base delivery rates from the Company’s rate filing in
docket number DO 09-139.

• Staff requests that consideration for the approval of this special contract be based
on the research and analysis provided and for the reasons stated above.

Staff notes that the term of this agreement is scheduled to begin on November 1, 2009.
Although the contract is effective on the above referenced date, everything in the
agreement is subject to Commission approval. The Company has stated previously that
no fixed costs will be shifted to other customers as a result of the revenue losses
associated with discounted rate agreements, even if Concord Steam files a new base rate
case which indicates the cost to serve this customer has increased above the special
contract discounted base delivery rate. Staff recommends this be a condition of the
approval.
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Attachment RJW-1

Estimated Normal Tariff Discounted Special
~ Monthly . Meter Rates DelNery Cost of Energy Normal Total Delt~ery Charge. Discounted Contract

Monlh Year Mlb DR 1-3i. Charge Charge Charge Charge ($5/Mib) . Total Charge Savings

Nov 2000 11250 $ 4000 $ 1943875 1946250 $ 3894125 $ 5$2501J $ 2512750 $ 1381375
Dec . 2009 1,600.0~ $ 40,00 $ 25,540.00 25,950,00. $ 5153000 $ 7,501100 33,400.00 $ 18,040.00
Jan 2010 1,500.0~. $ 40.00 $ 25,540.00 25,950.00 6 ,5l~530,09,’ $ 7,~00,00 6. 33490~•’ $ 18,040.00.
Feb . 2010 1,5C%J.Oi $ 40.00 ~$ 25,540.00 25,960.00 $ 51530.01:1 67,500.00.5 33,400.00 $ 18,040.00
Mar 2010 1,350.0’ $ 40.00$ 23,399.50 23,355.00 $ 46494.50$ 6,750.005 ~,145.00’$ 16,349.50
Apr ‘ 2010 600.0 $ 40.00 $ 10,897.00 10,380.00 ~$ 21317.00 $ 3,00000 6 13,42O.0O~ $ 7,897.00.
May 2010 450.O~ $ 40,00 $ 5,343.00 7,785,00 .6.. 16,168.00 6.. 2~50.OO ‘ $ 10075.00 $ 6,093.~]O
Jun 2010 32,0’ $ 4000 $ 566.20 519.00 $ 1,115.20 $ 150.00 $ 709.01] $ 400.20
Jul 2010 22.5’ $ 40.00 $ 417.16 389.26 . $ 846.40 $ 112.50 $ 541.76 $ 304.65
Aug 2010 22.5.6 4000$ 417.16 389.25.6 846.40$ 112.60 $ 641.76 $ 304.65,
Sep 2010 3030 $ 4000 $ 5,56200 619000 $ 1079200 $ 15001:83 $ 673300 $ 406200
Oct 2010 600.0 $ 40.00 10,897.00 10,380.00 $ 21,317.00 $ 31)00.00 $ 13,42018) $ 7,597.00

~ 9,000.0. $ 43100 $ 156,247.75 155,701J.00~ $ 312427.75 45,000.00 S 201,1013.00 6 111,247.75

Table 1 Csst Comparison
Proposed Rates Effective November 1, 2009 through October31 2010 Before and A8er the Special Contract

Before M4er Change
Go~fofEnerov(IIL1/091 . . .

Volume (MIbs, pro-rated, normalized) 9030.0 . 9000.0 0,0
Cost of Energy rate . $17.30 $ 17.30 $ -

Revenue Requirement $ ,, 155,700.00 $ 165,700.00 . .. $

A/I Other Cpsts (Bose Pates. Meter Chargel

Volume (Mlbs, normalized> . 913300 ‘ 901:83.0 0.0
Rate per MIb ~Neighted or Discounted + Meter Charge) $ 17.41 * $ 5,05 . $ (12.3,5)
Revenue $ 156,727.76 $ 45,480.00’ (111,247.75)

Tots/Costs . . . $ 312,427.75 ‘ “ , $ 201,180.00 . . $ (111,247.76)

~‘ff’~Taniffiietivery”rate~~ to dee1in~e-in’ieer’20.1’3-es a~oesult—ef4he-.antiG4potod o w..ste.am.pI~nt ~r,d r~tn rt~ring —

DO 09-154 Concord Steam Corp. ,

Special Contract with Concord School District (Rundlett Schoo~
Normalized MIb per Month for Rundlett School Special Contract: ,

Concord Steam Proposed Bane Tariff Rates (DG 09-139) Effectwi November 1,21:839
(Rate + Meter

Rate . Chg)JMlb

Usage Rates: . ..

First 5(1] MIbs per month $1854 per MIb $1859
All >600 Mlbs and <2,0130 Mlbs/month . $16.27 per Mlb $16.32
All over 2,0130 Mlbs per month , $13.48 per MIb , $13.53

Meter Charge . : . .

Per month, : , Meter Chg/Mlb
Type A or B $10.00 ~ per month/meter
Type C, 0 or E , ,~ , $25.00 per month/meter ... .

Type F, 0 or Steam Flow . $40.09 . per month/meter 60.053

Proposed Cost of Energy Rate ~DG 09.169) $17.30 Projected effective Cost of Energy rate per M b for November 1, 2009

Rundlett School Oehvery P~t~ Analesi~
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Attachment RJW-2

DGO9-154
Concord Steam

Petition for Special Contract with Concord School District

Response to Data Requests from Commission Staff — Set #1

Data request received 09/17/09 Date of Response 09/25/09
Request # Staff 1-8 Witness: Mark Saltsman

Request:

Re. page 3, section 2 of the contract. The Company projects the initial cost of energy rate
to be $ 17.3 OiMlb and the term of the agreement begins on October I, 2009 rate. Provide
support for the projected COE rate of $17.30/MIb for October 1, 2009 or explain when it
expects the rate to be $17.30/Mib.

Response:

The date is actually meant to be November 1, 2009 and we will not be providing steam until after that
date. The energy rate is what has been filed for the annual COE.
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Attachment RJW-3

DGO9-154
Concord Steam

Petition for Special Contract with Concord School District

Response to Data Requests from Commission Staff— Set #1

Data request received 09/17/09 Date of Response 09/25/09
Request # Staff 1-6 Witness: Mark Saltsman

Request:

At the end of the ten year term of the special contract with the Rundlett Middle School
does the Company anticipate the school will be normal steam tariff rates?

Response:

Yes
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Attachment RJW-4

DG 09-154
Concord Steam

Petition for Special Contract with Concord School District

Response to Data Requests from Commission Staff— Set #1

Data request received 09/17/09 Date of Response 09/25/09
Request # Staff 1-9 Witness: Mark Saltsman

Request:

Does the Company believe that the proposed special contract will not create an unfair
advantage over its primary competitor, the local natural gas utility? Explain why or why
not.

Response:
We didn’t do any comparison to make that judgment. The source of fuel available to the district at
that school is #2 F.O. and we based all our cost comparison and other judgments based on that fuel
source.

Another factor that entered into the School Boards decision was that the energy we supply is from a
• renewable source.
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Attachment RJW-5

DG 09-154
Concord Steam

Petition for Special Contract with Concord School District

Response to Data Requests from Commission Staff— Set #1

Data request received 09/17/09 Date of Response 09/25/09
Request # Staff 1-2 Witness: Mark Saltsman

Request:

Describe the type of steam energy heating system that will be used at Rundlett School.
Will the school be able to use cxisting piping, radiators, etc., or will the heating system be
new throughout the building?

Response:

The system is going through an entire upgrade. The old steam radiators are being replaced with a
new HVAC system that will use hydronics as the heating medium. The system upgrade including the
cost of the steam line is approximately $3.68 million.
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Attachment RJW-6

DG 09-154
Concord Steam

Petition for Special Contract with Concord School District

Response to Data Requests from Commission Staff— Set #1

Data request received 09/17/09 Date of Response 09/25/09
Request # Staff 1-10 Witness: Mark Saltsman

Request:

Has the customer taken any actions to decrease its steam energy consumption’?

Response:
Yes. They are doing an energy audit that includes installing the newer more efficient HVAC system
as well as some building envelope items.
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Attachment RJW-7

DG 09-154
Concord Steam

Petition for Special Contract with Concord School District

Response to Data Requests from Commission Staff— Set #1

Data request received 09/17/09 Date of Response 09/25/09
Request # Staff 1-5 Witness: Mark Saltsman

Request:

Re. page 3, lines 2 1-24 of Mr. Saltsman’s testimony. Does the special contract also
require Rundlett Middle School to pay the appropriate monthly meter charge? If not,
explain why the meter charges are excluded.

Response:
Yes, the contract as it is in its final negotiated form will include the requirement to pay meter
charges. Additionally another unintentional exclusion was that of a yearly inflator clause that should
have been included in section 1. (Rate and Usage) of the special contract. That language, in effect, is
to say that “the $5 dollar base steam delivery rate shall be increased annually by a factor equal to the
CPI index” (or some other inflation index mutually agreeable to both parties).
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